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Outline

1. What are model-free / model-based methods.  

2. Show that there exist model-free and model-based 
methods that compute, at each time-step, exactly the same 
values.  

3. Use obtained insight to derive a new multi-step model-
based method.



Motivation

“Learned transition models are ill-suited for planning, because 
modelling errors compound when reasoning over long time 
horizons.”

- quote from some recent AAAI paper



model-free vs model-based

model-free:

samples  

model-based:

value function  

samples  transition model value function  

• computationally cheap
• data inefficient

• computationally expensive
• data efficient

learning

learning planning



RL methods

model-free: model-based:

TD(λ)

• based on samples
… but:
• computationally expensive
• data efficient

Sarsa(λ)

R-max

Prioritized Sweeping

LSTD
experience replay



model-free vs  model-based

sample-based transition-model based

TD(λ)

experience replay

LSTD

R-max

Prioritized Sweeping

re-use data 
very often

use data 
only once 

TD(0) LSTD
R-max

Prioritized Sweeping

Sarsa(λ)

experience replay



sample-based vs transition-model based

“LSTD solution of a set of samples is equal to the fixed point
of a linear, least-squares model”

4.2 Extension to Control

One of the main advantages of having a prediction method that gracefully forgets old information when new information
comes in is that it can be used for control with minimal modification. The feature vectors observed simply have to be
features describing state-action pairs, �t = �(St, At), instead of only states. With these features, values can be computed
that predict the return for separate actions in a state (i.e., the Q-values), which can then be used for any exploration
strategy, for example ✏-greedy or some softmax selection strategy.

The role of forgetting is vital in a control setting, because the policy changes over time. Hence, old samples are no longer
representative for the current policy and can inhibit policy improvement when maintained in the model.

4.3 Multi-Step Model versus One-Step Model

To demonstrate the importance of a multi-step model in problems with significant function approximation we perform
an empirical comparison between forgetful LSTD(�) with � = 0 and � = 0.95, on the mountain car control task (Sutton &
Barto, 1998) We set � = ↵, dinit = ✓init/↵ and Ainit = I/↵. With these settings, forgetful LSTD(�) with � = 0 computes
the same value functions as Algorithm 2 (as well as Algorithm 1), which is based on the (one-step) linear Dyna model.

Our mountain car task implementation is as described by Sutton & Barto (1998), but we make the task more challenging
by using coarse tile coding: 3 tilings, each consisting of 3-by-3 tiles. We normalize the feature vectors, and use ↵ = 0.01
and K = 1. We used ✏-greedy exploration with ✏ = 0.01. The maximum episode length is set at 10,000 steps.

Figure 1 shows the performance over the first 2000 episodes, averaged over 100 independent runs. Note that the graph
of linear Dyna contains performance jumps with a size of roughly 100 steps, which corresponds with 1 run out of the 100
runs hitting the 10,000 steps limit. This illustrates very clearly the stability issues that one-step models can cause.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

We showed that the relation between sample-based and model-based approaches runs much deeper than previously
assumed. Specifically, we showed that TD(0) enhanced by replay computes, at each time step, the same values as a
method based on a linear model. This result proves that these seemingly different approaches are simply different ways
of looking at the same updates. To obtain this result, we used a form of replay that, is contrast to the classical way, can be
combined with any update target. We demonstrated this by deriving a new, sample-efficient method, that can be used for
control in tasks with significant function approximation. This method is just one example of how this new insight can be
exploited. In future work, we intend to derive new methods that apply this idea to non-linear function approximation,
as well as methods that can flexibly adapt to the available amount of computational resources by using partial models.
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…however, in practise:
• only approximation of least-squares model is learned
• due to bounded computation the iterative model-based  

planning process terminates before convergence
 



Our result

Exact equivalence between a sample-based method and a 
model-based method at each moment in time.
Methods involved:

sample-based:  linear TD(0) + experience replay
model-based:  linear Dyna without model-free updates



3 Planning by Replaying the Past

Classical experience replay, as introduced by Lin (1992), maintains a bag of (recent) samples that are used for additional
updates. Basically, the sequence of observed samples is artificially enlarged by injecting old samples. Replaying experi-
ence in this way is a simple strategy to improve sample efficiency, but it also has some downsides. For example, it cannot
be combined with multi-step update targets such as the �-return (Sutton, 1988), because old samples are mixed with new
samples. We introduce an alternative form of replaying samples that can be combined with any update target.

Our way of replaying experience is illustrated by Algorithm 1. Starting from the initial weight vector, all previously
performed updates are redone —in the same order— with an update target based on the most recent weight vector.
This update sweep can be repeated multiple times per time step (controlled by the K-parameter). This form of replaying
experience also forms the basis of best-match learning, which combines a model-free value function with a partial, tabular
model to obtain convergence in the tabular case (van Seijen et al., 2011). It is also related to the idea behind fitted Q-
iteration (Riedmiller, 2005).

Algorithm 1: Replaying TD(0) updates

INPUT: ↵,K,✓init

✓  ✓init

V  ; (V is an ordered set)

obtain initial �
Loop:

obtain next feature vector �0, � and reward R
add (�, R, �,�0) to V
Repeat K times:

✓target  ✓
✓  ✓init

For all (', r, �̄,'0) in V (from oldest to newest):
✓  ✓ + ↵

⇥

r + �̄ ✓>
target '

0 � ✓>'
⇤

'
� �0

Algorithm 2: Planning with a learned linear model

INPUT: ↵,K,✓init

✓  ✓init

b ✓init, F  0
obtain initial �
Loop:

obtain next feature vector �0, � and reward R
F  F + ↵

⇥

��0 � F�
⇤

�>

b b+ ↵(R� b>�)�
Repeat K times:

✓  b + F>✓
� �0

Algorithm 2 shows a model-based method. It uses the same model, and model update rules, as linear Dyna. However,
instead of using the model to generate simulated samples, the model is used to perform planning updates (similar to
value iteration updates for a tabular model). The theorem below states that the sample-based approach of Algorithm 1
and the model-based approach of Algorithm 2 are, in fact, equivalent.

Theorem 1 Given the same sequence of samples and parameter settings, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 compute the same weight

vectors at each time step.

Proof The outline of the proof is to rewrite the updates from Algorithm 1 in terms of matrices and vectors, which results
in the F and b updates of Algorithm 2.

Let {�0, R1, �1,�1, . . . , Rt, �t�t} be the observed experience sequence at time t. In addition, let ✓(t) be the result of a
single replay sweep over the t samples in V . In other words, ✓(t) is incrementally defined by:

✓(i+1) = ✓(i) + ↵ [Ri+1 + �(✓target)
>�i+1 � ✓>

(i)�i]�i , for 0  i < t

with ✓(0) := ✓init. This update can be rewritten as:

✓(i+1) = (I � ↵�i�
>
i )✓(i) + ↵�iRi+1 + ↵�i+1�i�

>
i+1✓target (1)

where I is the identity matrix. Now, consider that the following holds:

✓(i) = bi + F>
i ✓target , (2)

then
✓(i+1) = (I � ↵�i�

>
i ) (bi + F>

i ✓target) + ↵�iRi+1 + ↵�i+1�i�
>
i+1✓target

= bi+1 + F>
i+1✓target

with
bi+1 = (I � ↵�i�

>
i )bi + ↵�iRi+1 (3)

F>
i+1 = (I � ↵�i�

>
i )F

>
i + ↵�i+1�i�

>
i+1 . (4)

So, if (2) holds for i, and F> and b are updated according to (3) and (4), then (2) holds for i+ 1. It can be easily checked
that (2) is true for i = 0, if b0 = ✓init and F0 = 0. Hence, with this initialization, it is true for all i. Finally, updates (3) and
(4) can be rewritten as:

2

Theorem:  Given the same sequence of samples and parameter settings,
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 compute the same weight vectors at each time step.



Consequences

It deepens our understanding:  
Sample-based approaches are much more related to 
transition-model based approached then assumed up to now.
It provides a clear strategy for constructing new methods.
A well-grounded multi-step model-based method can be 
constructed by combining the replay strategy with TD(λ).



Why a multi-step model?

Theoretical result for TD(λ) with linear function approximation  
(Peter Dayan ’92):

For λ = 1, fixed point solution is equal to the LMS solution
For λ < 1, in general solution quality is worse.

“Learned transition models (forward models) are ill-suited for 
planning, because modelling errors compound when reasoning 
over long time horizons.”

=>  Examining the basis of this claim revealed that the observed 
phenomenon could be fully attributed to the limitations of 
one-step predictions.



Multi-step models - previous work

Rich Sutton,  TD models: modeling the world at a mixture of 
time scales  (ICML ’95)

Tabular multi-step models are used on problems with state 
aggregation.

H. Yao et. al. :  Multi-step linear Dyna-style planning (NIPS 
’09)

Extends multi-step models to domains with linear 
function approximation.
However, at its core it learns a one-step model.  
Hence, it does not improve the asymptotic performance.



Our multi-step method

Uses a linear multi-step model based on λ.
Computes same weight vectors as true-online TD(λ) with 
experience replay.
For λ = 0 (and a particular initialization),  the method 
reduces to linear Dyna (without model-free updates).
Method can be interpreted as a multi-step version of linear 
Dyna, as well as a forgetful version of LSTD(λ).
We call the method:  forgetful LSTD(λ).



bi+1 = bi + ↵
⇥

Ri+1 � b>i �i

⇤

�i

Fi+1 = Fi + ↵
⇥

�i+1�i+1 � Fi�i

⇤

�>
i ,

which are the model updates of Algorithm 2.

4 Forgetful LSTD(�)

In this section, we introduce a new method that combines a multi-step model, similar to the one of LSTD(�), with graceful
forgetting, as occurs in linear Dyna.

4.1 Derivation (outline)

Applying the replay strategy displayed in Algorithm 1 to the true online TD(�) algorithm (van Seijen & Sutton, 2014),
and rewriting the updates in terms of vectors and matrices, just like we did in the proof of Theorem 1, results in the
following updates:

bi+1 =
�

I � ↵�i�
>
i

�

bi + ↵ei+1Ri+1 (5)

F>
i+1 =

�

I � ↵�i�
>
i

�

F>
i + ↵ei+1[�i+1�i+1 � �i]

> + ↵�i�
>
i , (6)

with b0 = ✓0 and F>
0 = 0, and

ei+1 =
�

I � ↵�i�
>
i

�

�i�ei + �i ,

with e0 = 0. Note that for � = 0, ei+1 = �i and equations (5) and (6) reduce to equations (3) and (4).

Using equations (5) and (6), we could generalize Algorithm 2 such that it uses a multi-step model instead of a one-step
model. Instead, we rewrite the equations, using Ai := (I � F>

i )/↵ and di := bi/↵ (for all i), as:

di+1 =
�

I � ↵�i�
>
i

�

di + ei+1Ri+1

Ai+1 =
�

I � ↵�i�
>
i

�

Ai + ei+1 [�i � �i+1�i+1]
> ,

with d0 = ✓init/↵ and A0 = I/↵. Finally, rewriting Equation (2) in terms of Ai and di yields:
✓(i) = ✓target + ↵(di �Ai✓target) .

The pseudocode implementing these updates is shown in Algorithm 3. We added two generalizations: we allow the
matrix A and vector d to be initialized randomly, and we allow the step-size used in the update of the model to be
different than the step-size used in the planning updates. The former, we indicate by �; the latter by ↵. The reason for
making this distinction is that ↵ and � influence the computed value functions in very different ways. The parameter
� is a forgetting parameter that determines how easily old information is overwritten by new information. It directly
influences the model and hence the fixed point. On the other hand, ↵ is a parameter that influences the iterative process
for finding this fixed point. Its value determines if, and how quickly, this process converges.

We call this method forgetful LSTD(�) for obvious reasons: when the forgetting parameter � is set equal to 0, and
Ainit = 0 and dinit = 0, the model At, dt reduces to the model learned by LSTD(�) (Boyan, 2002). Note that LSTD(�)
traditionally solves the model using the inverse of At, whereas Algorithm 3 uses an iterative process. While in principle
these techniques can be interchanged, an iterative process offers more flexibility and control over computation time,
which is important in an online setting.

Algorithm 3: Forgetful LSTD(�)

INPUT: ↵,�,�,K,✓init,dinit, Ainit

✓  ✓init, d dinit, A Ainit

obtain initial �
e 0
Loop:

obtain next feature vector �0,� and reward R
e (I � ���>)e+ �
A (I � ���>)A+ e(�� ��0)>

d (I � ���>)d+ eR
e ��e
Repeat K times:

✓  ✓ + ↵(d�A✓)
� �0
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Figure 1: Multi-step versus one-step model.
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Experiment: Mountain Car task

• underpowered cart has to move up a hill
• 3 actions: {left, right, do nothing}
• state-space:  (position, velocity)
• default representation of state-space:
   10 tilings consisting of 10 x 10 tiles

3 tilings consisting of 3 x 3 tiles



one-step vs multi-step performance
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Summary

Sample-based methods are much more related to transition-
model based methods than assumed up to now.
Specifically, TD(0) enhanced by replay computes, at each 
time step, the same values as a method based on a  
learned linear model.
Our strategy to prove this can also be used to derive new 
model-based methods.
We introduced forgetful LSTD(λ), a multi-step method that 
can be used for control in tasks with significant function 
approximation.
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• ICML’15 — full paper (not currently online)
• RLDM’15 — extended abstract (online at my homepage)
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